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Friends of the library Luncheon
The Friends of Kerr Library annual
meeting was held on Saturday, April 21, at
the Corvallis Country Club. Distinguished
guests included the speaker, Senator Clifford
Trow and his wife, OSU Vice President
Joanne Trow; President John Byrne and his
wife, Shirley; and Director of Libraries
Melvin George. A special welcome was
extended to Patty Fox who was representing
her daughter, Pam, a board member who
lives in Pennsylvania. Now that's real
commitment!
The first order of business was to elect
new members to the Board of Directors. The
nominees were Bev Arthur, Arleen Libertini,
Lori Hendrick, Mary O'Brien, and one
student from Blue Key who will be selected
later. Also, Anne Merryfield accepted the
nomination for President of the Board for the
coming year. When no other nominations
were offered from the floor, a motion to
approve the nominations was made and
passed.

Freya Hermann was asked to give a brief
report on the Friends of the Library docent
program. She began by thanking the ten
docents who have been very active in
presenting the library and its treasures to the
general public. They have been meeting
monthly for a seminar in which they learn
about the library and all the valuable things
it contains. The second Sunday of every
month, a public tour is conducted at 2 p.m.
Tour topics include historic sources of

mythology, in the McDonald Room; art in
the librarya combination of the structure
at the door panels, the tile mosaics, and the
fountain; and the Pauling Collection. The
docents are having a very good time and
they invite all the Friends to come to one of
the seminars or the public tours. If anyone
wants to join the docents, they should call
the library office and they will be directed to
the appropriate people.
At every place setting were a program
and a copy of the FOL financial report. The
program cover was a reproduction of a page
of an architectural plan from the French
Encyclopédie in the Kerr Library McDonald
Room. The old drawing represented a new
beginning. The library expansion project is
also just beginning, and to show the FOL
commitment the board voted this past winter
to change its major financial support from
library automation to library expansion. The
Friends are presently raising about $4045,000 per year and have pledged $35,000
this year and $30,000 for the three following
years to the project. The financial report is
an indication of the Friends of the Library
financial help.
Mel George was asked to speak about
the particulars of the expansion project and
give the state of the library speech. This is a
very exciting time for the Libraries of Oregon
State University, he said.
The new library building at the Mark 0.
Hatfield Marine Science Center is nearly
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completed. The staff will have moved by late
June. The new building will be completely
dedicated to the library and will increase the
space from about 7,000 square feet to more
than 20,000 square feet. It will make Oregon
State University's Marine Science Center one
of the most attractive research facilities for
marine studies in the world. The building
itself was built with money from the federal
government through the Environmental
Protection Agency, with the help of Senator
Mark Hatfield.
The budget contained little money for
furnishings, which were estimated to cost
about $250,000. At about the first of the
year, $100,000 had been raised. The library
was beginning to despair. Then, an anonymous donor came forth with a challenge gift
of $75,000. The project was successful. In
fact, it has been oversubscribed with many
gifts, mostly from the Newport area.
The library is only a small part of the total
expansion at the Marine Science Center; the
Environmental Protection Agency has also
built new laboratory spaces and new
seawater experimentation facilities. The
dedication of the whole facility was held on
july 4th.
A name for the new library has not yet
been chosen, although a large number of
people on campus and in Newport are
interested in naming the facility for Marilyn
Potts-Gum, who died last December after
serving the Center as librarian for more than
13 years. Marilyn was one of the finest
members of the library staff. She is missed
tremendously, and it would be nice to
recognize her in this way.
On campus the process for planning a
major library expansion has begun. The
current building was designed to house
about 750,000 volumes and to seat nearly
3,000 people. The collection has now grown
to almost 1 .3 million volumes; 200,000 of
those stored in facilities at Camp Adair. In
order to accommodate over 300,000
volumes more than the building was
designed to house, seating spaces had to be
eliminated. The library is down to less than
1,500 seats in the entire building, and each
year enough new volumes are acquired to
displace an additional 82 seats.
Students frequently complain about the
noise in the building, the lack of space in
which to study, and the difficulty in finding
the collection. When everything is shelved
as tightly as it has to be shelved in Kerr
(Continued on page 3)

cared passionately about what he was doing
as a librarian. He had thoughts about every
aspect of librarianship from the organization
of knowledge to the difficulties experienced
by library users. In an essay describing "The
Librarian's Hard Lot," Bill could acknowledge with some despair that
It is quite certain that most university
students and many of the faculty are only
dimly aware, if at all, of the intricate and
continrnng processes by which every
research library lives and grows.

Yet, he gloried in working in what he
termed, "The Citadel of Reality."
Librarians are indeed living and working
at the headquarters of reality. . . More than
in any other profession they are in a
position to view, if not to understand, the
whole canvas and fabric of Man's time on
this globe as a thinking creature recording
his thoughts and acts and deeds, good and
bad, in the wealth and profusion which
constitute the libraries of the world. . . . Not
everything is pleasant. Rape, murder,
pillage, theft, duplicity, deceit, lust,
selfishness, greedthese and kindred things
are all part of the human story, tier upon tier
in the libraries, along, happily, with the
sturdy virtues of honesty, truth, loyalty, self
sacrifice, devotion to duty, and the offering
up of life itself for friend or family or
country.
.

Dr. Melvin George

From the Director
IdCitadeIs of Reality"
Many library users remember Bill

CarlsonWilliam H. Carlsonwho was
Director of Libraries at Oregon State from
1944 until his retirement in 1965. Bill
Carlson died at 91 on May 4, 1990.
I first met Bill when he sent me a letter of
welcome shortly after my appointment to
OSU and enclosed a copy of his history of
the university libraries, which he wrote
shortly after his retirement. The man I met in
the history was both proud and modest. "1
have been in the somewhat embarrassing
position of having to record the history of
my own time as Librarian," Carlson said by
way of introduction, adding, "1 sincerely
hope I have been able to do this in a
balanced way and with reasonable objectivity."
I met a different man when I went to visit

Bill in person. He was still a proud man
tall and dignified, hut bowed down by a fate
which must have held special insult for a
former librarian: he was blind. But I learned
that blindness had not stopped Bill from
"reading" everything available in the form of
talking books. He had even managed to
keep abreast of library developments and
had current and well-informed opinions
about library automation and federal
information policies. Over the years I saw
Bill's health decline and his world shrunk by
the cares and difficulties of aging.
I met a third man when I dipped into a
book Bill had published through the OSU
Press upon his retirement, mA Grand And
Awful Time. This was a remarkable
distillation of editorial comments Bill had
written throughout twenty years as cover
sheets for a monthly listing of new books.
Here I met a proud and vibrant man who

I met a fourth "Mr. Carlson" when I
opened the pages of the June 1989 issue of
College and Research Libraries News. The
issue published a transcript of a speech
given by Edward G. Holley, dean of the
School of Information and Library Science at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. Holley, himself one of the most
distinguished librarians in America, spoke at
a luncheon in honor of academic library
leaders during a conference in Cincinnati
celebrating the 100th anniversary of the
Association of College and Research
Libraries. Among the important leaders
Holley chose to honor was William H.
Carlson, the national leader.
Bill served as president of the Association
of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) in
1947-48; in 1952-53, he served as president
of the Pacific Northwest Library Association
and of the Library Education Division of the
American Library Association. Immediately
after World War II, Bill Carlson chaired a
committee on College and University
Postwar Planning, which published an
influential and widely used assessment of
and plan for the future of academic libraries.
In closing his speech honoring important
academic library leaders, Edward Holley
chose to quote from a "remarkable article"
which Bill Carlson had written forty-two
years earlier. Holley admonished present
day library leaders to face the second

hundred years of ACRL as Bill Carlson had
suggested library leaders face the years after
World War II. "All of us," Carlson had

written:
. . must surely approach the work of the
forthcoming years with a sense of unusual
opportunity. What we do in these first years
may determine the pattern of our
development and the effectiveness of our
work for a long period of years. The next
very few years will determine whether we
are to shape and sharpen, whether we can
shape and sharpen our association into an
instrument equal to the times.

As I thought of the various Bill Carlsons I
had met and of how circumscribed his life
had become as failing health and blindness
corrupted the energy and dynamism which
shone through his writings and his national
leadership, I felt a momentary regret. But I
thought of something Bill had written in an
essay appropriate to our times when library
construction plans inspire our thoughts. In
an essay which reminded us in its title that
"A Building Is Not A Library," Bill described
what made a library.
What is any academic library? It is the
books and the people who have and do
select, organize, and administer them. It is
inescapably both these components; for
books without competent people to manage
and interpret them are a bibliographical
chaos of little value. An academic library is
all the people, librarians, administrators,
and faculty, who have been concerned over
the years that it be a strong, good, and vital
teaching and research agency. All who went
before, university presidents, faculty
members, library administrators, rank and
file library staff members, and students too,
all these are in varying degree for better or
for worse and usually for better a part of the
library. And of course the library is also the
current faculty, librarians included, whose
brains and interest are daily being built into
it and who also daily take out dividends of
the exact bit of information, the comprehensive subject backgrounds, the philosophies
and thoughts of great men, the inspiring
message needed to carry the teaching and
research of the day successfully forward.

So, Bill, we doff our hats to you. Despite
your death, your brains and interest are part
of the product we call the OSU Libraries.
You and people like you have created the
accounts from which we draw our dividends. Through your professional leadership, your careful scholarship and your
administrative acumen, you have created a
research library and, more broadly, a library
profession that still is privileged to build the
citadels of reality which enable instruction
and research to thrive and flourish.

Friends' Luncheon

(continued)

,._. Library, things begin to blur together. When
the collection is moved into a new building
it can be expanded, so that only one-third or
one-half of the shelves are filled. So the
building itself will be much easier to use.
The building will cost $26-$30 million.
Gov. Neil Goldschmidt agreed a year ago,
during the last legislative session, that OSU
would be a high priority in his budgetary
planning. It's his expectation that private
funds will raise about a third of the cost and
the state will provide two-thirds. The library
will be engaged in raising nearly $10
million, which will be one of the largest
individual fund raising projects in the history
of the University.
That fund raising process has begun. The
library has hired a development officer, Jim
Kennison, who is now out talking to people
about contributing to the campaign. One of
the librarians, Nancy Powell, will be working
full time in library development as well.
These people will be working closely with
the University development office in
developing a campaign that will eventually
reach to all of the students, faculty, and
parents, as well as all of the Friends,
including those the University has established here in Oregon, across the country,
and around the world.
Enough planning money has already
been raised, and the task of hiring an
architect is proceeding. Fifteen architectural
teams have identified themselves as
interested in the project. In early May a
committee consisting of one person from the
library building committee, Dr. George, and
several other University officers began
meeting to select the architect. It is hoped
that at the end of the next legislative session,
a year from this July, when the governor
signs the bill that authorizes funding, bids for
the building project can begin. In about four
or five years, the move into an expanded
building may actually be taking place.
The expansion will add 140,000 to
150,000 square feet, nearly doubling the
size of the current building. The University
recently contracted with an architectural
firm to do a University plan, a long range
physical plan layout for Oregon State. One
of the things looked at very specifically was
the siting of the library expansion. Is it
possible to add up to 150,000 square feet in
the present location, without completely
overwhelming the mall and every other
building in the vicinity? The answer that
these architects have come up with is yes, it
is possible. The exterior of the present
building has been described, perhaps
charitably, as austere. It is hoped that the
new expanded building will be a building of
some character, will lend character and
interest to the mall, and won't take away
from the interest of that space on the campus.
President Byrne, along with the rest of the
University, has identified the library as one
of the highest prioritiesnot just the

expansion of the building, but the expansion
of the library itself;Along these same lines,
the library has just added a substantial
collection in the history of atomic energy to
the Special Collections area. OSU's library
is making a mark in the development of very
strong and fine research collections. Already
people are coming from all across the
country and around the world to make use
of the materials in the Pauling Collection.
President Byrne was thanked for his
continuing support of the library.
Cliff Trow leads two lives at Oregon
State University. He has been at Oregon
State as a professor in the Department of
Histbry since 1965 and has been in the state
legislature as a senator since 1975. As
Professor, Cliff Trow has been supportive of
library development and improvement. As
Senator, he has been a supporter of
legislation for libraries of all types. For
public libraries he has been committed
through his position on the Education
Committee and the Ways and Means
Committee. He's supported per capita
support for public libraries, he's supported
State support for library cooperative ventures
and he has strongly supported increasing
library funding within the higher education
budget. Senator Cliff Trow's talk is here
recorded essentially verbatim.
"While we were sitting back at the table
having our lunch, Alice and Frank and
Roberta and Mel and Joanne and I were
chatting about the length of time that the
speech should take. I suggested to Mel that
I'm used to talking to a class that lasts 80
minutes; he sort of frowned and Alice
looked disapproving. Then I mentioned I
also teach one that lasts 50 minutes and
didn't get much of a warm response either.
Then Alice very kindly told me that when
she taught speech students at OSU she
suggested about 20 minutes was enough
and I assured her that I would accept her
advice, and try to keep it around that length.
"1 wanted to talk a bit about libraries
past, present, and future in my life. I guess
what I'm telling you in part is how I got
hooked on libraries. When I was a young
boy growing up in Salina, Kansas, I came
from a family where we really didn't go to
the library very much; in fact it was sort of
off limits, out of bounds for us to go there. I
guess I got to the library because I had an
elementary school teacher who suggested
that I ought to go and visit and see what it
was like. When I was there some friendly
librarian found a book for me to take home.
That book was L. Frank Baum's The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz, and Ifell in love
with the series. I liked that book so much; I
didn't know until much later that Baum had
written the book as a parable on populism. I
didn't know what populism was in those
days. Nor did I know when I got started in
the series that the second book, which was
written four years later, about 1904, The
Marvelous Land of Ozwas a blatant satire
on feminism. But I got hooked and so I
began to read.

"When I was at Kansas Wesleyan we
didn't have a very large library but I found
the stacks were open, you could get in and
you could just see the excitement of all
those books and I began to transport a lot of
them home with me. Riding the buses from
where I lived to campus I always found that
I had lots of books that I was hauling back
and forth to the library because it was so
exciting to see that world of education open
up through the books. As I trained myself for
teaching and for research and writing, I
found that a library is absolutely indispensable. I spent a lot of time at the University of
Colorado's library, down in the bowels of
the library reading the Congressional
Record. They called it the Congressional
Globe for the period I was reading because
it was in the 1 850s. I was looking at an
effort that Dorothia Lynn Dicks had taken to
the national government hoping to get an
amount of public land donated so the
revenues for that land could be used to
establish asylums for the insane.
"1 spent a lot of time in a lot of different
libraries and I really love libraries. When
you're a historian you do get to visit a few
and they're great places. It was at one stage
in working on my doctoral dissertation that I
got to Washington, D.C., and discovered the
Library of Congress and the National
Archives. Working there was absolutely
tremendously exciting. I suppose for me
that's sort of the past of libraries.
"Since I've come to Oregon, and
especially since I've been in the legislature,
I've seen libraries in different ways. I've seen
sometimes that there are a lot of friends of
libraries around and people who really are
willing to give of themselves to help out in
the library business, and I think that's
wonderful. I know there can be others who
believe that since libraries contain such a
tremendous treasury of resources, ideas, art,
literature, culture, and values that some
people can be frightened by that and find it
dangerous. I know when I came to the
legislature early on there had been some
kind of an initiative passed in Oregon that
set up a kind of censorship that would exist
in the library. Certain kinds of books were
sort of off limits. I know that there was a
problem as to whether or not the measure
was constitutional. In the first legislative
session that I attended, we worked on
legislation to turn all that around, to do
away with that particular statutory change
that had come by initiative. We did that
successfully, and I was pleased with that.
"Clearly working for libraries at the
legislature is a pure pleasure for me and I've
helped the Oregon Library Association, as
has been indicated earlier, in working for a
per capita grant to help the municipal
public libraries across the state. I especially
want to be active in working to improve the
library services in this community and I'm
committed to working for the expansion of
Kerr Library at the legislature. I've been
involved in that for the last session and want
to continue my commitment. But it's all of

our tasks together to make sure we succeed
and no one legislator is going to get it done
by himself, guess I'm putting out the call

and know that you're already there to lend
your help, but we need to do a number of
things and we need to do them successfully.
"We have, in the last two years, gotten a
certain level of commitment for there to be
a new addition to the Kerr Library. That
commitment has the process under way,
and that's good. We were able, and
President Byrne has a lot to do with this,
and others as well, to bring the current
governor on board; he is now very supportive. We're hoping we'll find in his budget,
which will be submitted to the legislature,
reference to funding for an addition to Kerr
Library. This is not going to be the same
legislative year we thought because we had
thought that the current governor would be
governor again for the next two years. It's
now rather clear that he will not be, and so
we need to do all we can to make sure that
whoever is elected governor is somebody
equally committed to the task of adding to
this library.
"All of you have chances to spread the
word about our commitment to this library
to people who are in government. I hope
that as you are politically involved, or as
you are socially involved, and when you
talk about something that really needs to be
done for this community, you mention the
importance of the library. If you happen to
be talking to Dave Frohnmayer or to
Barbara Roberts it wouldn't hurt to mention
the importance of this. It's not just at this
level that we need to talk because clearly a
lot of the decisions about whether or not
we'll get the funding will be made at the
legislature. It's important to secure a
commitment and keep building on it.
"Well the question is how can we do
that? I guess the one thing we need to make
sure of is that we plan a strategy and we
emphasize the high priority of the library
program to OSU for the next legislative
session. That can be done in a number of
ways. We can enlist people to help us.
Clearly, an influential group at the legislature, and I don't know whether it has yet
been enlisted for this particular topic, would
be students. Students speak out through the
student lobby; legislators like to listen to
students. If students come and say we need
an addition to the library at Oregon State
because there's no room to study in the
library, because we can't get at the books
we need in the library easily, or all those
other reasons, that clearly will be very
helpful. Many others need to be helping us
speak out about funding.
"When you're talking about the state
putting up about $20 million that's a lot of
money. That's two-thirds of what we need
for the library and if we can't eventually get
the appropriation out of the legislature then
it's not really going to be possible to go
ahead, the way I understand it. It's clearly
important that we build a basis of support in
the legislature. The key legislators are likely

to be in the key places. We need to talk to
the Senate President and the Speaker of the
House of Representatives. We need to talk
to the co-chairs of Ways and Means. We
need to talk to legislators who are going to
be on the Ways and Means Committee.
Finally, when the Ways and Means
Committee organizes itself, key legislators
will be those on the Capital Construction
Committee of the Ways and Means
Committee and especially the chair of that
committee.
"As we think about what we need to do
in the next legislative session, we need to
identify who those people are early on, and
begin to talk to them and educate them
about the importance of this particular
project. It would be nice if when we started
the legislative session the budget that the
governor introduced had this project in it.
President Byrne says he thinks the budget
Neil Goldschmidt will present will have that
in it. But we know that Neil will not be the
governor, so his budget will be an interesting document, but will probably not be the
working document. There will be a new
governor who will very quickly set up a
transition committee. That transition
committee within aboLit a month and a half
will have to come up with revisions to a
budget. It would be very nice if this project
survives this process, and we get it in the
revised budget that the new governor will
submit.
"Then of course it's not all over just
because that happens. If you've got the
support of Higher Education to begin with,
you have a lot of support, but it's still not
over because, as you know, there will be a
lot of problems about general fund dollars,
how they're going to be spent, what are our
present commitments for spending them,
what does it look like in terms of the
amount of dollars we'll have to spend. Even
if you have the dollars, the expenditure
limitation really restricts you almost to
spending money for the existing program
and for nothing else. And if you're going to
spend more, you have to spend outside that
limitation and it's hard to get the votes to do
that. That's a problem. There are other
problems as well; clearly we don't know for
sure how we'll handle the school finance
program, how much money will go into
basic school support. We don't know what
will happen in the timber industry, for
instance. Decisions made there can
dramatically effect the amount of timber that
can be produced for market and that creates
a problem with employment. Clearly, the
amount of revenue we get from the tax
system based primarily on personal income
depends on a prosperous economy. Now if
sUddenly the economy goes sour, you have
more people needing more services because
of that and you have less money to provide
it. There are a lot of contingent factors here
that we need to think about. I guess what
I'm calling on you to do is to join the cause,
to help us. Please do it."

Meet Bob [.undeen:
Steering Committee Chair

Betty and Bob Lundeen

The OSU Libraries Expansion Project is
extremely fortunate to have Robert W.
Lundeen as chair of its Volunteer Fund
Raising Steering Committee.
Bob Lundeen and his wife, Betty, have
been longtime, generous supporters of OSU
and its programs. Bob graduated with
honors from the Oregon State College
Chemical Engineering Department in 1942.
Betty also graduated in 1942 from the OSC
School of Business. Bob's father, Arthur, was
a 191 7 School of Forestry graduate and
Bob's brother, Jack, isa 1949 alum of
mechanical engineering. Bob and Betty's
daughter, Nancy, is also an OSU graduate.
In 1988 the Lundeen family donated
funds to construct the Arthur R. Lundeen
Forestry Student Communications Laboratory. On the commemorative plaque it is
stated, "Art felt strongly that his ability to
communicate contributed as much toward
his success as did his forestry skills."
Bob retired in 1987 from Dow Chemical
where he had served as chairman of the
board and that same year assumed the
position of chairman of the board of
Tektronix on whose board of directors he
had served since 1985. Bob also currently
holds directorships on three other major
corporation boards.
Some of Bob's awards include the
Bronze Star, the Order of Industrial Service
Merit Award from the Republic of Korea,
and the 1983 Oregon State University
Distinguished Service Award. In addition, he
was named the 1987 Kappa Sigma "Man of
the Year."
Bob and Betty contributed $600,000 last
fall to the Libraries Expansion Project with a
challenge to others in the private sector to
match or exceed that amount in order to
begin the expansion planning process. (See
related article.)
The Lundeens do not limit their interest
in libraries only to OSU. Bob also serves as
a trustee for the Orcas Island (Washington)
Library District and is very involved in their
expansion project.
Bob and Betty Lundeen are true Friends
of the Library!
(Jim Kennison)

New Items in Special Collections
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Atomic Energy Collection

"

Last year marked the 50th anniversary of
the discovery of nuclear fission, a discovery
of political and scientific import whose
implications affect all mankind. Interest in
the field of nuclear studies has steadily
increased over the years, and this interest
became broad-based in 1986 with the
publication of Richard Rhodes' The Making
of the Atomic Bomb, a book that later went
on to win the National Book Award.
Now Kerr Library has established itself in
this field as one of the major research
centers in the country. A number of gift
funds were used recently to acquire an
Atomic Energy Collection which is housed
in Special Collections. The collection
consists of nearly 3,000 items, including the
first published account of the discovery of
radioactivity in 1 896 by Nobel Prize winner
Henri Becquerel. Also included are writings
on the Manhattan Project, the congressional
hearings of Robert Oppenheimer, and
formerly secret government reports on the
effects of the atom bomb. Cultural aspects of
the atomic age are explored through the use
of fictional works, poetry, drama, and music.
The collection has been set up according
to a 200-page catalog of holdings created by
the dealer who sold the collection to
Oregon State University, Leif Laudamus of
Amherst, Massachusetts. The collection is
divided into 15 sections beginning with
early physics. Other sections include the
Manhattan Project through the bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the struggle for
international control and early legislative
history, atomic espionage, military aspects
of atomic energy from 1949, civil defense,
civilian atomic energy, and the social and
psychological aspects of the atomic age.
Although full annotation of the items and
the creation of bibliographic records for the
national database is expected to take a
couple of years, the collection is organized
well enough to allow researchers immediate
use.

(Cliff Mead)

Bernard Malamud Correspondence

The Special Collections division is
pleased to announce the acquisition of a
significant trove of Bernard Malamud
correspondence that relates to the time he
spent in Oregon. Mafamud, a major
American novelist and short story writer,
was the recipient of a Pulitzer Prize and
National Book Award for his achievements.
Recently, Kerr Library was able to negotiate
with an East Coast book dealer for over
three dozen letters that Malamud had sent
to his friend, Sylvan Karchmer, between
1952 and 1971. These letters describe in
great detail Malamud's thoughts and
feelings about working at Oregon State
College while writing his novel, A New Life.
Malamud taught English here for 12 years.
This major acquisition provided the
impetus for two local friends of Malamud to

turn over their letters to Special Collections.
Chester Garrison, an OSU emeritus
professor of English, donated over 40
manuscript items and a large clipping file of
Malamud-related material. Willard Potts,
professor of English at OSU, also donated a
number of items to the collection.
The Malamud manuscript collection,
which will be added to the Malamud first
editions housed in the McDonald Room, is
expected to be a primary source of interest
for researchers concerned with Bernard
Malamud's early writing career. Indeed,
Suzanne Clark, associate professor of
English at OSU, has already made use of
these materials. Her article, "Bernard
Malamud in Oregon," appears in the
American Scholar, Winter 1990.

Lundeen Challenge Met

we are now able to proceed with the hiring
of a project architect to begin designing the
new building.

Last fall Bob and Betty Lundeen presented a funding challenge to other members
of the OSU family and the state of Oregon.
They would pledge $600,000 toward
meeting the planning needs of the Libraries
Expansion Project if a pooled similar amount
could be raised from other individuals and
groups.
The state legislature agreed, in turn, that if
the Lundeen challenge conditions were
satisfied through donations and pledges of
others, the E-Board would be directed to
appropriate an additional $600,000 for
project planning.
We are pleased to report the Lundeen
match money is in place. This is due in large
part to a pledge made by the OSU Friends of
the Library Board of Directors.
As a result of the Lundeens' generosity,
others who rose to the challenge, the initial
legislative appropriation of $180,000, and
the $600,000 legislative leveraging funds,

OSU lIBRARIES EXPANSION
PROJ ECT
Current Funding Status )May 1, 1990)

Source

Amount

Robert and Betty Lundeen Pledge

$600,000

Campbell Trust Earning

480,000

Friends of the Library Pledge

125,000

Legislative Appropriation
for Planning

180,000

E-Board Commitment
(Lundeen Match Leverage)

600,000

Individual Pledges to be Paid
Cash Contributions
Received to Date

22,500
60,620

TOTAI

$2,068,120

(Jim Kennison)

OSSHE

Non-Profit Org.

Friends of the Library
Kerr Library
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-4502
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1325 NW DRAPER PLACE
OR
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30

97330

r
Friends of the library Membership
Name
Address

City

State

Zip

Home Phone

Work Phone

Contributions:
$500 and up
$250-$499

BENEFACTOR
PATRON

SUSTAINING FRIEND
SUPPORTING FRIEND
CONTRIBUTING FRIEND
FRIEND

$1 00-$249
$ 50-s 99

$2 5-$49

$24 and below

Pledging a gift 01$ 1,000 or more a year for ten years, and designating it in full or in
part to Friends of the Library, is one way to become a member of the Oregon State
University President's Club.
Please make checks payable to OSU Friends of the Library and mail with the above
OSU Foundation
form to:
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331 -3608
All contributions are tax deductible if you itemize.

FRIENDS

OFTHE Thank You!
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Oregon State University is an Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity Employer and complies with Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

